
 

 
 

Feel the spirit and glory of cycling's Grand Tours with the Tissot 

T-Race Cycling series 
 

Le Locle, March, 2022. “Time is everything,” says three-time Vuelta a Espana winner 

and Olympic champion Primož Roglič. “I try to be in the moment. I give absolutely 

everything to make the most of that moment.” 

 

It is only through such precision and passion that great champions – and unique 

watches – can be forged. So it is no surprise that Roglič, the 2020 Tour de France 

runner-up, is a Tissot ambassador and part of the inspiration for the new Tissot T-

Race Cycling series. 

 

Created in honour of the heroes of the peloton, the elite riders who inspire cyclists 

across the globe, the new generation of Tissot T-Race Cycling comes in three 

special editions: Tour de France, Giro d'Italia and Vuelta a Espana. Tissot, timing 

emotions since 1853, partners all three of the legendary races as Official 

Timekeeper. 

 

The 2022 edition of the Tissot T-Race Cycling timepiece blends a more classic look 

and design than its predecessor, while still inspired by the sport. Pushers reflect 

brake levers while the hands represent spokes. The lugs are leviated to reference 

the lightness of racing bike frames, the crown and caseback are reminiscent of 

the cassette, while the middle ring of the watch's case is made of carbon. A 

leather perforated aspect that reflects the handlebar grips of Tour bikes has been 

added to the rubber bracelet. 

 

The race logos are engraved on the casebacks and the colours of each event 

(yellow for Tour de France, pink for Giro, red for La Vuelta) are represented on the 

second hands and crowns. 

 

As this year's Tour rolls towards the Champs-Elysees at the end of July, people 

across the world will be thrilled and inspired. This is the watch for them.  
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Since 1853, Tissot has been at the heart of Swiss watchmaking. Our dedication to 

craftsmanship and quality is matched only by our passion for performance and precision. 

Over the years, our pioneering products such as the legendary Tissot T-Touch have made 

headlines as well as history. The ground-breaking Tissot T-Touch Connect Solar uses 

sustainable solar energy and connected technology that guarantees privacy. It confirms 

our long-held reputation as innovators by tradition. Our passion for sport is unrivalled and 

our timing systems are tried, tested and trusted by a range of professional sports and 

athletes. In basketball the NBA and FIBA, in cycling the Tour de France, Giro d’Italia and La 

Vuelta and in motorsports MotoGPTM are just some of the names that rely on Tissot as their 

Official Timekeeper. We provide innovative and traditional watches for our customers who 

appreciate our commitment to quality, authenticity and excellence. 
 

 

 Tissot T-Race Cycling  

 

CASE 

- Diameter: 45mm  

- Brake lever pushers 

- Water resistance: up to 10 bar (100m / 330ft) 

- Engraved caseback 

 

MOVEMENT 

- Quartz movement indicating the hours, minutes, seconds and a 

date with an added chronograph function to time any activity 

 

DIAL 

- Asphalt dial 

- Second hand with bike shape 

- Tachymeter 

 

BRACELET 

- Perforated bi-material strap 
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